
Chapter - III 104 

To make the concept of man and relig_ion precise we are now· 

going to discuss the classification of man in accordance to his 

religious temperament and the c+assifications of different 

religions with this temperament •. 

The most satisfactory classification is given by Dr. William' 

Sheldon whose researches have led him to the conclusion that the 

~~~t satisfactory sys~em of c~assification is_in terms ~f three 

types of temperame~ts. which Q~ calls the vis-cerotonic. the 

sonia. tonic and the cerebrotonic •. 

_The idea~_of univers~l brotherly love represents the 

rat~onalization. r~f~ement and s~limation of the Visce~otonics. 

To the somatotol)~c._ r~~igions ~ate_ver they h~ve .to. _them, -. is 

nothing but unity a~ng the other members of the community. It 

is very different in the case with the cerebrotonic. who 

habitually lives in _contact with his inner being and fo~ whom 

the revelations o~ _religion an(i _psychiatry are not, I'_lQVel. !,_For 

him change of heart and life tends to come gradually. 

/ 

The ~regenerate viscerotonic likes lux~ry and nice th~gs 

around J::lim. When he becomes re~igious he gives up nice things 

himself. 

Among ce;-ebrotonics. hermitages and cont·eiOJ?la-ti-ve oZ'~ers 

are too conunon. The great syst;.em~ of· spiritual philosophy, such 

as those of Shankara. of Plotinus, of Eckhart. are the work of 

cerebrotonic minds. The great cerebrotonic contribu~ion to 

religion is · mysticis!Jl •. 
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The religions of India a~e predominantly.viscerotonic and 

cerebrotonia religions of ritual and mysticis~. The same ~eems 

to be true of the Taoism of China in its uncorrupted forms. 

confucianis~ wquld seem to be predominantly viscerotonic -

a relig~on of forms and ceremonials -. •/ _. 

Moham~danism which .:J,.n its primitive form is hard. militant 

and pur~tan is mor~ somatotonia in nature than any other religion 

in India and China. 

In Christianity we have religion of which the central core 

has a~ways been.cerebrotoni9 anq Viscerotonic as it is a religio~ 

of ~ntemplation and.ritual. rn the cases of Buddhi~m and Hindu

ism. these cerobrQtQ~ic and_vis~e~o~o~i9 ~l~ments hav~ alw~ys been 

associated with others of strongly ._somatoton-ic-na-tu-.I'e. 

The two key words of contemporary western religion name~y. 

fellowship and social Service are.respectively viscerotonic and 

somatotonia. These two words .have their full value which can be 

realised only when.th~ contemplation .of ultimate Rea~ity gives 

meaning_to the emotional warmth of fellowship and direction to 

service. 

We now come to the question which of the three polar types 

is best fitted to unearth the truth about ult~ate Reality] What 

best we can now say is that the desire and the aptitude for con

templation are cerebrotonia characteristics. 

The viscerotonic temperament is associated with what Sheldon 

has called endomorphic physique which has a tendency for love of 
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com£ort and luxury. and attachment for c;:erernonials. Tolerance 

is also another trait of this temperament. 

Th~ Sornatotqnic tempe~ament is associated_with mesomorphic 

physique. Me~ornorphos ar.e physically of strong. active and 

athletic type. 

Anothe·r _fc;>rrn is f·requent,ly ta~en by terop_oral relig~ons is 

~pocalypticism.- b_~l~e:f;: in Clf:l· e~t:.r~-:-or(iina~y c;:o~mic ~vent~ to 

take place in the not - toe;> .- di~tant f-q.tu,re tQge:t;l)e~ with. the 

practices deemed appr9priate t9 tnis state of th~gs •. Here 

again ~tense preoccupation wi~ :t.Q.e- future time pos·itively 

gua,rantees the apocalyptic~st ~gainf!t thej! possibility of a 

time less realisation of eternal Reality. 

In certain resp~cts all the humanistic pseudo religions. 

at present so popular. bear a clQ.f?e resemblance to the apocaly

ptic perversions of. true· religion. ~o;r in t;.hes~ p~e~c,lo religic;ms 

also an intense pre-occupation with hypothetical events ~ f~ture 

time ta~es the place of the genuinely religious concern with 

Reality. 

Religion is ~ightly inoterwoven with many Social phenc;>

mena. .culture of a pa~tic~lar Society is of mudh importance. 

so we need to discuss the relation between religion and culture. 

The present crisis to the modern men is that they are 

liv~g in a world.in _which tragedy i.~? a must and the world is 

Shievering: with uncertainty ~d fear. At the same time. we have 

deep desire for peace and hatred for war. The industrial revo

lution makes room for a world Society with world economy which 
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will lead fqr a world order as w~ have a deep rooted desire for 

world-union. 

Religio~ is ~n.•s common.spiritual struggle and aspirations. 

The advancement in civilization ~eans the gradual expansio~_of 

the boundaries of tQe gro~. -Nationalism is not a~ ~herent 

quality of the nature of men but an acquired quality •. True 

partiot~sm will encompass the wQole of .humapity with'hh~ s~r~g 

of 3:ove. Radhakrishllan COI.lC~~v~s that pr()gress or growth Il).eans 

.creative chang~s qf min<i spirit. He thinks that regard for 

spiritual values an~ s~a~y with th~ oppre~seq _and the belief 

in the brotherhood of man can only save the modern civilisation. 

For Radhakrisqna~ the gr~~test tragedy of the mo<iern l~f~ 

is that .it is mis_sing the . soul. He hope~ t}:lat faith will bring 

forth unity and the meaning of our existence. 

Dialectical ~teria,lis.m, which Marx propagates, ~s only 

a temporary trutl:l ·a,~ the rc~:w: .ma~~r;f..al, of. _na,t~r~ are the _qbject~ 

whic;h shou:j..d acquir~ . the ·_powe.r c:>f t}?.~ hl,liilan mind to subserv~. "t;;he 

hwpa.n ends. Bo~_ljegel, an.c:i.Manc conceiv~d th,.;_histo~ic;al evo

lution to be dialectical :but. the difference .. between the two <lays 

in Heg~d<-1·:S i;)eli,e:t; that an ~so ,lute . mind is ntaterialising itsel~ 

in history wher~~s Marx con~~;ye.d~ the historical events _as p~i~ 

mary and o~r idea,s as secondary. Marx conceived in the ~evi

tability of progress of the society but history depicts the 

picutre of peril <l>f so·cial progress as it is not a continuous 

development through conflict as conceived i:>y Marx. Love and 

friendship, ea-u-ra~e -and- -adven-t-u~e-w-i-11 -be-the--more-potent-pewe.r. 

than struggle for power and self interest. Econom.ic condi-t-ion-
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is no doubt impor1;.ant but it can not be the sole determinant of 

history as all novelties occur first as ideas in the human mind. 

Radhakrishnan feels that what we need ~ this present stage of 

civilization is a spiritual upliftment. The re~ult of the up

liftment is deep unity toward~ the world order. This is possible 

only through faith in religion. Religion means practice of the 

discipline of the spirit and this disciplining of the spirit 

will deepen the solidarity of h~an society which will lead tQe 

world in the search of its soul. Society should provide oppor

tunities to the ~dividual for the upliftment of his so~ and 

for the achievements of the ultimate values of his life. The 

dynamic process of religion makes room for the outstanding per-

sonalities to come and to take a fresh br~ath for the upliftment 

of the mankind and nourish fellow feeling. This is really the 

goal of religion and which_is universal in its outlook and is 

1urkin9 for spiritual life. For this upliftment of the spirit 

of man. man must have the freedom to choose between good and ~vil 

though no individual in organised society can be completely free. 

society should p.rovide_prop.er.-conditions- for the ach-ievemen-ts- of 

the ultimate values and should protect the freeqorn of the indi¥i-

dual man. 

Civilisation depends upon the free activity of the man who 

has the inward insight to proceed in the way to spiritual height. 

The aim of life is to attain a h~gher and intenser form 

of consciousness gifted with the freedom and the peace of under

standing. The chief aim of religion is the remark and refashion 

man and to change the quality. We must be reborn through reli

.g,ious discipline • The dynamic process of religion makes room 

I 
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for the genius and exceptional personalities to come and to 

take a renewed effort for the upliftment of mankind. 

· Humanity is strugg~~g towards a new world where the~e 

will be a fresh turn of mind and heart to humanise itself • 

scie~tific inventiops turns the world into a .close toge~er-. 

ness. The only task of us_is to change the human.nature. The 

state should pecome ~e tool.of true civilisatiqn. Religiously 

dd;sciplineq rna~ ca~ acl'l.i~v~ .th.~s goal by whicp men will be 

~dl.lcated into the. reality tpe natur(:: and the. responsibility of 

hwnan brotnerhood. The ta,s~ of re.:J.,igion if! to create a ~orld 

family where the members have the feeling of brothet.hood. 

In India ~eligion means pharma. which is d~fived from 

the root 'Dhr' the mealling of. which .is ·~O s~tairl~ to uphols'l~ 

If this is so ¢en-~ must have to uphold our manhood with the 

bond of brotherhood. 

The ideal society ~~~ is ~ot too far from our reach 

must be better than the act~],. co~d.:f..tions of the life of :ma,n. 

No revolu~ionary change is Po . .s~sible. The world will chang~ 

gradually. our all effo;-ts and l,.o~ging~ are direc:ted towards· 

the attainment of the piv4-oe p;l,ane. Wqere the princip,l.e of love 

wi~l reign sup~e~e a~q _th~s love with its e~ansive nature 

will b~~ish ~ll_the diversities of this world. Uni~y and one

ness will find place in this domain of Divine plane. We must 

have the and social imagination to actualise the principles of 

love and peace to form the new society. Education is a must to 

create a perfect society. The political considerations of the 

thinkers and the writers. makes society to become conscious of 
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itself to give it a critical outlook. These writers and 

thinkers should be the guardians of the values of the society 

which are the real pulsation of ~e society. 

Religion is closely related with e'conomics as it is the 

yardstick of economics by which the standard of economics is 

to be judged. This is possible for religion to be the guardian 

of economios[~as religion comes from the root dhr which means 

sustenance. Religion has the power to sustain and to maintain 

the Society. Economics is closely tied up with the Society 

or state. . No_:Society.:or_Stat~ can·be~·ima.gined.::Without:.:its 

economics. The progress of the Society can be determined by 

its progress in its economics. 

But this economics is not to be limited in the yearly 

budget placed by the government without judging its standard. 

This task of standardization is possible by the solid reli

giously disciplined which is devoid of ethical backing is 

not religion in the proper sense of the term. 

If economics is always whipped by the proper religious 

attitude. then not only the nationwide economics but also the 

international economics would provide peace. properity and 

progress. 
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In the modern era. we are accustomed with the name of 

third world. This third world is well-known for its lack 

of development and prosperity. 

This third world is supplied with the verbal tonic only 

from the. developed countriesi:fariits lack of education., non

development in Science and for its poverty which causes mal-

' nutrition., 4;~~se.~::.an~e4"e.ath. 

But this verbal tonic is of no use to save the third world 

from the starvational sufferings. The poor economical structure 

is to be replaced by the prosperous and rich economical struc

tures of the other parts of the globe. 

This will be possible for the other parts of the globe only 

if these parts are enriched with· the proper religious nourish

ment. The exercise of this religious discipline which gets its 

moral and ethical support continuously. will be courageous to 

abnegate some portions of its interests at the alter of the 

well being of this third world. 

Religion will then do the t~sk of judging and economics • 

This purified economics will cast away all the hatred from the 

world. As a result., the threat of nuclear explosion will be 

washed away and this world will be a he~en full of love for 
} 

humanity. Economics gaining its support from ethics and- relig.ton 

will bethereal abode of the humanity of the future and will open 

a new chapter in the history of mankind as economics solely 

determines the role of the state which has to play. It deter

mines whether the world will.be the abode of the beast or will 
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be the abode from where civilization will be on its onward 

march for advancement. The history of civilization is nothing 

else than the advancement of economical environment of the 

world. 

No text book. no theory of economics is of no avail if 

these theories are not exercised into practice. The great 

economoists of the world can philosophize:::. the best theories. 

But the leaders of the state or the society should have to 

actualise these ideas of their theory to refashion the eco

nomical structure whether it may be of the state or of the 

whole world. The theories of economics so long attained. 

worked very well as theories but not in action. 

So religiously disciplined and ethically based economics 

should come forward for the well-being of the oppressed and of 

the poor • This economics should less interested to be mot_!_vated 

,in - c: __ .gaining profit out of their bus~ess and industry. We 

are looking forward with the hope that this religiously and 

ethically infused economics will save the modern world from 

its spiritual and moral callousness and from the utter peril 

of properity and progress. No theorisiation will do enough, We 

·need active participation for doing good in the sphere of 

economics and then we will have no necessity for any orga -

nisations like u.N.o. _p.fltg,.ce~.,"J;-co-existenoe. W.H.o. or any 

other missionary institutions. Religiously and ethically based 

economics will then shoulder all the responsibilities of the 

world. One nation -and one-st-ate-wh-ich ±s-much--env±s-ioned-by __ · 

the great thinkers of the world will then . be. actua-l±sed and 

the members of this one nati~n and one state will be the 
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co-sharer of this enriched economics. 

As the world is evolving more and more towards its perfec

tion so this discussion so far made will not be in vain. 

Economics with the assistance of ethical religion will make 

man to feel the fellowship with the world by expanding the 

boundaries of his own_society towards the one nation and one 

state where he will have the fresh breath of brotherly love 

with all the members of the world. The kinship of blood will 

then be a ·myth·only and the reality will be reigned by the 

fellowship and brotherly love. 

'Love ~y neighbour as thyself' is not a religious dictum 

only. It has much social and worldly significance. As this 

dictum calls upon us to love all the members of the neighbour -

hood and not only the members of the bloodkinship. so it sub

serves the great purpose of building the one nation and one state 

of which each and every member will be shackled with the ·chain 

of love and be the co-sharer of porsperity. progress and advance

ment. As all the members are the brothers so the anxiety. anguish 

and hatred will vanish from-thi-s ·world-scene. As a result no world 

war will come forth. All the nations will then use their neuclear 

power for the· p-ragress ·and prospe-rity-of- this one nation and one 

state instead of power for the destruction of their enemies as 

then these enemies will be thei~brothers. 

The proposition - man is a religious being9' ..: needs much 

debate and discussions to be concluded instead of going into 
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much' discussions about this proposition- we want to say that 

we are longing to be religious in all our spheres of arts. 

Science. Philosophy. Politics and economics. We have that 

rel,igious tendency which we have to nourish • This inherent 

seed will reap the rich and abundant fruits of arts. science. 

philosophy. politics and economics. Religiously disciplined 

mind can enrich not only the field of economics but also the 

arts. science. politics and philosophy. This world is a moral 

and religious gymnasiym. We have to exercise religious dis

cipline to make this world as like as heaven. We have that 

pledge towards the world. 

Now at this juncture of the discussion the question 

which needs clarification is if religion invigorates and 

revitalise economics then what is the reason for which the 

third world which is pol\lerty - stricken is traditionally 

religious in its outlook? At the same time. the developed 

countries those Who are economically much weighty are rich. 

why are not religious minded? 

The reason or the why is veiled in the mystery of 

religion. The misconception about religion lead us to such 

questions and the answer is hidden in religion itself. 

Religion in the true-sense. leads us from unreality 

to reality. from darkness to light. It calls upon us to give 

light to the blind and to infus-e l-i-fe to the life-lss. It is 

the quest for the beyond which i-~- unkqown. It _w.aQ·ts ·-t<?·-..:.4:±spel 
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ignorance w.ith wisdom. It is the call for love towards 

humanity. 

But in the third world., religion is only. a psychical 

crutch in the midst of all around poverty, ignorance,· under

developea s-tructure o£ the S.;~t~ ~ In this~he·lp-1-e-s-s- s-ituat-ion .• ~ 

religion shows the ray of hope for which this third world 

finds its earnings of their existence. This world takes 

religion in the sense of some creeds, customs and dogmas. 

Their.ignorance prevent them to enter into the domain of 

true religion. Their poverty is a taboo for which they 

have no scope for the quest and adventure into the new domain 

of wisdom and intellect which make them morally and spiritu

ally callous. Poverty makes them busy to earn their daily 

bread which he does not want to share with the others and this 

bread: alon1:t blocks the door of love which is the main theme 

of religion. This is the reason for which they can not follow 

the dictum 1 Love thy neighbour as thyself'. Religion, to 

them, is the solace for which they can live. But the picture 

is somewhat different in the developed countries as ecanomical 

state is rich to such a heightened degree for which these 

·other p.arts of the globe have a distate for wealth and they 

are now dwindling towards the spiritualism of the East. This 

rich economical condition gives ample scope for scientific 

discoveries and enhancing the condition of the people for 

which they are not so much busy for earning their daily 

bread. They .. are now keeping their eyes not only on Scientific 

advancement but also on spir~tual advancement. These advance

ments are leading them to conquer unreality and death. 
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Their quest for the beyond leads them to wiri. the 

invincible regions of the nature. This quest is not at 

, a halt there as so much religious movements are goin~ on 

in the scene of these countries. T. M •• R. M. s •• ISKON are 

some of these movements and at the same time much publica

tions of religious bulletins are going on. ln the recent 

·time Pallel has published such a publication. So it is 

now clear about reason for which it seems that the third 

world is more prone to religion than the developed coun

tries. This third world has forgotten their past rich tra

dition and culture as because of their poverty whereas the 

developed countries are inspired to a new spirit of · wfsdom 

be more inquisitive about religion. The practice of religion 

in the under-developed countries is nothing but the followings 

of some creeds and dogmas whereas the developed countries 

are attempting to practice the right spirit of religion. 

In religion. we w~nt.~ to be cleansed from all the 

dirts and the- dusts of this physical plane and try to be 

lifted above the physical plane for which we can be able to 
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touch the feet of Reality through religion. we can hear 

the t e of the flute which sings the song of love in near 

and in the water and in the plane. in the forest. 

This of love inspires us to love all as our own brothers. 

This tune of rewigion makes us to take a fresh breath which 

enlive s us to cross the ocean of death. But as poverty 

threats the life of the third world all the times. so this 

world can not have any glimpse of the Reality and so in 

each and every moment it faces death. 

We are hoping that the so-called developed coun

tries will hear the call of religion and the whole 

world will be overflooded with love· coming from the 

religiously clis~~ci.C. nature of men of these developed 

countries • We will then ·be awakened wl.th ·renewed 

happiness in the renewed rays of the sun and the 

moon. 

? 
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In the milie~ of religion. the discussion of the relation-. . 

ship between politics and religion is also a must as just like Eco.-.· 

nomics ·Polit9J.Q.S:. is -~a.I) __ al.l ...;_ .E!ng_-glfJ.n.g faQtor of :.tJ1~ Sc;tc~~~y-.of human 

beings. So it is necessary for us to look upon the relation 

between politics and religion. · Any discussion about politics 

from the religious perspective is obviouslrtoo touchy and 

sens1tive in its nature. This is the reason for which a fugu-

tive attitude has its grip _over our mind when we discuss politics 

from the religious angle. 

so it will be wise for us to ask some questions about this 

relationship and try to find the right answers of theHt. 

The first question is - why do we want to know whether any 

state is secular? 

The question no. two is - what is the reason for which 

India was divided into two causing unbearable sufferings for 

the common masses of these two divided nations which they will 

never forget? 

The question No. three - what is cause behind which 

motivates some parts 6f,Indian soil to remain politically 

Q..istur~g? 

The third question is - why any state becomes anxious and 

makes arrangements for order and discipline when any £estival 

of any particular religious section occurs? 
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The question No. four is - what is the main reason of the 

French Revolution2 

The fifth question is - what is the reason for which 

Hitler makes the worTd an inferno which even the Satan will 

not da·re do? 

The Sixth question is what is the cause behind for which 

Russia altered the name of Leningraad to st. Petersburg? 

There are more innwnberable questions whim seek answers 

but for the short volume of this discussion these questions 

should be kept in mind only. 

If we seek answers to the above mentioned questions - then 

in short the answer is religion. 

All most all the spheres of human activity - whether it 

is art. science. philosophy. literature. dance. drama - is 

solely dominated by religion. Politics being an integral part 

of human society. has no escape from the clutch of religion. 

Integrity stability and peace of any state is determined 
. r 

by religion. If the members of the different followings of 

religion. liv~ in co-operation and with sympathetic apprecia

tion among themselves then the political scene of the state 

remain undisturbed. the political le~ders then can give their 

proper attention towards the prosperity and development of ·the 

state. Peace. prosperity. co-operation and brotherly love 

among the members of the state will not provide any scope to 

the politicans by which they will infuse communal feeling is 
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the members of the society or state, which the politicans 

fills their bags with votes. This type of politicians are 

not a rare spec~en though the whole world want this specimen 

to be extinct from the political scene. 

Religion runs corollary with the history of man. The 

relics of the Mohenjodore, the pyramids of Egypt shows that 

man had his religion in the past. The present state of man 

need not be mentioned as the whole political Kal~iodosc~pe .. _~s 

now polluted with the infusion of religion though which is 

not in its true nature. Religion is now an old coat to be 

worn on special occas~ons • Religion has now become synony

mous with some creeds and dogmas only. 

When the primitive men began to live in a group for their 

safety and securing against the dread of the forceful nature 

then politics got entry into the human society • To live in 

togetherness needs some policies which will determine.the weilil

beings of the society and these policies become politics with 

the evolution of the form of the society that is from clan to 

society and from society to state. We are now hoping a world

wide state that is internationalism which meqns one and one 

nation. 

The politics of the carernan differs from the politics of 

the civilized society as the politics of these careman surely 

was more l)rute and crude in its nature and.the politics of the 

modern civilized society is rnoresle~~ and more authentic in its 

form and style. 
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Man lives collectively forming a society or state and 

in this collective home of men. religion is the only binding 

forece by which it sustains and maintains the politics of their 

own community. In the past. politics has no demarcating mark 

of its own as the policy to maintain and to sustain society was 

kept in the name of religion itself. The members of the society 

always maintained these policies for the fear or for the feeling 

of the awe. on the otherhand. politics of the modern day is 

determined by the form of the government of the state which is 

expected to be out of t. he clutches of traditional religion. 

But the real picture is somewhat different as religion 

remaining behind the veil. plays ,t.he ~-most vital role in the scene 

of politics. This religion is now devoid of its own gl.J.rnQ.ur and 

grandeour and wearing a dirty and old coat determines the politics 

of the state. No doubt. politics which is a collective phenomenon 

needs its feeding from religion which is true unto its own nature. 

Alas. now politics is now nurtured by the filthy and dirty hands 

of religion wh!ch gets polluted in and through the ages by the 

malhandli~g of some men of the society. 

In and through the ages. logical positivism. Agnosticism. 

skepticism. Humanism and communism came as attempts to be the 

substitutes of religion. But these 'isms' could not stand as the 

substituter of re-ligion • N-o doubt these theories of these • isms 1 

enriched the human culture without being substitutes of religion. 

There 'isms' can not be encrowned __ as--reJ.igion--as-be-caus-e these 

• isms • are devoid of that ultimate devotion which is claimed -in re--

ligion.one can loveor respect a man. but can he worship him? 
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so these 1 isms• work well as transitory camps hoping to be 

transitted is another better camps of higher altitude. 

From time immemorial. religion has its supreme governance 

upon art, Science, philosophy, politics and economics., Ramayana, 

Mahabharata,Il~yad, Odessey, the holy Bible, the holy Quran, the 

Gita, the Manu samhita subserved the purposes of po-litics and 

religion at the pame time. 

·rn our modern times Marx's •nas Capital• subserves the 

missionary zeal of some people for the betterment of the poor 

and the oppressed and at the same time it becomes their own 

fashioned religion. Hitler killed the Jews as because they 

were Jews and not the Aryans .Thus we find that in most cases the 
world politics is governed directly or indirectly by some religious 
motive. 

It is so~far evident that religion is nothing but a matter 

of faith. Now we have to examine that whe-ther th-is element of 

faith is involved in religion can reconcile itself with reason 

which is the air of the modern age., 

Religious faith alone does not suffice to solve the pro

blem of meaninglessness of the life. Metaphysical knowledge 

is the firm ground which sustains faith. The worlds of reason 

and of religion are not the inhabitants of different orbits. 

Indian thought insisted upon intellectual approach to the 

knowledge of supreme reality. For them, we have to think out 

the metaphysical presuppositions and to obtain personal expe

rience of the religious truths from which all living faiths 

start which urgently need intellectual effort and spiritual 

apprehension. Duty reasoned faith can give coherence t'o:· life 

and thought. • 
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According to some Christian theologians religious faith 

can not take place of thinking. only through thinking one is 

able to retain one • s faith_. in religion. Faith needs inquiry 

for its sustenance. Spiritual experience denies ~o_:Jseparate 

illumination of the mind from purification of the heart. 

Logical Positivism does not account for the innate quality 

of man and becomes courageous for which bhe civilization is 

rendered by it becomes meaningless. 

The order and unity of the world which is envis-ioned by the 

scientist may be.progressively confirmed by experience. but when 

the Scientist starts with them. it is a matter of faith and not 

an empirically verified truth. 

Logical Positivism adopts the verfication principle. For 

them. each and every propostion can have factual meaning. Yet it 

must stand at the alter of verification. Religious propositions 

are not capable of such empirical verification and so do not 

possess any factual meaning. 

The principle of verification is not itself a self evident 

statemen~ nor is it capable of verification by sense experience. 

It does not possesses the same logical character as those for 

which it lays down the criterian of meaningfulness. Moreover it 

is not easy to draw the line between meaningful and meaningless 

statements. Universally accepted principles does not possess 

verification by sense experience and we do not deny these prin

ciple on that account. Further. the scientific ideas and 

discoveries arise more or less like the religious revelations. 

The life of Gautama Buddha and Archimedes have. reali.:Zed the 
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Reality in a sudden flash after a long search done-by them .. 

After hard intellectual commitment to a problem, the 

scientist.suddenly sees the answe~ by a revelation, as it were. 

The concepts which modern mathematics and physics use are not 

directly verifiable in sense experience. 

In both religion and science, an imaginative leap lead to 

discovery. The scientist's mind will always be willing to reject 

established dogma when experience suggests a new truth. Both 

science and religion promote the sense of human dignity. 

For Bertrand Russell, world unity is nothing but somewhat 

rubbish and metaphysical theories are human interpretations of 

the nature of the world. These theories are stated by their 

adequacy to the observed data. 

Scientific theories are verified by their consequences 

which is indirect verification Metaphysical theories are capable 

o£ such indirect verification. 

Scientific theories ordains our experience of reality • 

Knowledge of the physical world includes in its domain, the 

experience on the one hand and the theory on the other. The 

metaphysical judgement attempts to assess the reason and the 

limitations implicit in the presuppositions of science and 

logic. The element of faith is inevitable in any field of 

inquisitive thought. If we do not adopt a working hypothesis, 

our mind is helpless. Religious ideas are a-lso tested and judged 
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by the lives and the experiences of those who are really 

religious-. Science and religion should not be kept in water

tight compartments as the conflict is derived largely from 

misunderstanding the methods of science and its failure to 

realize the deepest insights of religion. But now the sign 

of mutual appreciation is found. The world with its order, 

design and with its evidence of purpose can not be traced to 

non-intelligent matter. The world order with its design, 

planned purpose form part of the proof of god and through the 

discovery of the intelligible world we reach the Reality • 

According to Materialism, however, all the facts of 

the universe can be explained in terms of matter and motion 

and consciousness is an unnecessary hypothesis. 

Materialists do not believe in other world. It is 

then difficult on the materialist hypothesis to account for 

the emergence and progressive advance of man with moral and 

·spiritual qualities. 

Dialectical materialism being an improvement on 

naturalistic materialism views matter as ine-rt but autodynamic • 

Dialecti .c is, for Hegel, the advance of thought affected by 

overcoming contradiction of opposing theories. But it might 

be remarked that this process can not explain man who is 

evolving into a higher species. The process of man's evolution 

is unfinished yet waiting for completion. The inexhaustability 

of the source of the·universe is the ground of our assurance 
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that it will continue to grow in future till the kingdom of 

the Divine spirit is attained. 

we can not account for this -cosmic process if we do not 

postulate the existence of the Divine Reality who is the main 

spring of all progress. We start with the world and reach the 

spirit. We live by the faith that this world possesses value 

and goodness. 

It might be noted that the Metaphysical thinking can be 

defined only in terms of an attitude to life. which logical 

analysis by itself can not establish. The most intense expe-

riences like of the excitement of beauty or the power of 

goodness, can not be excluded from the world of empiricism. 

Consideration of all data of experience is necessary for any 

serious attempt of philosophical interpretation. The sense of 

moral obligation is difficult to explain in terms of science. 
4 

For Ludwig wittgenstein. even if it is possible for us to solve 

all the questions of science. the problems of our life remains 

far away from any solution. 

We discover a wider synthesis reconciling the thesis 

and antithesis. In dialectical materialism. the opposition of 

forces in nature takes place of logical contradictionu 'The 

process of development in nature is one for which a series of 

insignificant quantitative changes lead to qualitative changes. 

If the development of nature is a struggle of opposites. social 

revolutions express class struggle. But we can not equate 

logical contradictions with opposing forces of nature as human 

behaviour can not be g~ggs~~--- from naturgl occurrences • We can 
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not comprehend the world with knowledge. There are two realms 

of knowledge - the realm of facts and the realm of values. 

Besides knowledge we are giftedwith intuitive understanding 

which is a total response to reality. Metaphysical truth 

involves the exercise o·f intuitive understanding. Scientific 
5 . '7 

metaphysicians like Lioyd Morgan. Bergs~. Alexander and 
8 

whitehead claim that metaphysical reality is rooted in the 

empirical knowledge. There is a never ending attempt to 

account for them. The Taittiriya upanishad distinguishes 

matter. life. mind. intelligence and spirit in the world 

process. 

In the world~Leibnitz finds nothing which is 

sterile and dead. Everything in nature is linked together 

and so we can not distinguish one thing from another. All 

beings are connected together by a chain of which some parts 

can be perceived as ·continuous while others escape our 

attention. 

The universe has grown increasingly larger and complex 

with the lapse of ages. The theory of emergence now shows its 

face in the world scene. A new synthesis is derived which 

shows some qualitative changes which can not be predicted 

from the constituent element. This quality is genuinely new 

which can not be isolated. 

We may here remember Alexandar who speaks of mind as 

an emergent quality and in one sense it is identical with an 

organized structure of neural processes. conscious awareness 
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out of the certain organisation of neural processes. Alexander 

conceives that mind is not the last possible emergent quality. 

Religious feelings indicate that there is the possibility of 

the emergence of a higher quality which is beyond the mind. 

Alexander calls this as the deity which is the next highest 

emergent quality. According to Alexander the-wor-ld is -a 

creative process where different levels emerge .at ·diffe-:r-ent 

stages as because the world is not prefect. The world is 
-

evolving continuously by which it grows from a mere state of 

materiality to one of life and from life to animalconscious-

ness. From this animal consciousness comes human intelligence 

and now human intelligence is evolving towards spirituality. 

The religious quest of man tries to transform human nature from 

the brute plane of animality to spirituality. 

The world is moving to the manifestation of free spirits 

towards whom the souls of man are evolving. The world process 

is an organic system which is animated by a principle of growth. 

The world is not mechanical in its nature. For some existen-

tialists man is blessed or cursed with the freedom of choice. 

When man is truely human he accepts this freedom and tries to 

overcome the anxiety and despair by committ~g himself to a 

way of life which is spiritual in its nature. 

Natural Theology explains the world in terms _of_theism. 

According to Spinoza the more we understand individual object 

more we understand god. Empirical science does not prove god•s 
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existence. And yet for our he~rt we feel that this cosmic 

process is inspired by a supreme Reality. The world is not 

a manifestation of god 1 s being and at the same time also a 

veil behind which he is eterna.lly concealed. 

For Einste~. the greatest scientist of our age, 

religion is the strongest and the noblest source of 

scientific developmentso His religion is humble admiration 

of sup~rior Spirit ~o manifests himself even in the sligh

test details of this world. No doubt, the mechanism of the 

Greeks from that of Thales to Empedocles influenced the 

modern science but the modern era is indebted to the thoughts 

of Plato and Aristotle and not Democritus,the·mate~ia~ist. 

The Platonic vision of a purposi-ve world fitted 

very well into the christian view of the world created and 

ruled by the purpose of good god. 

Faith in correlation with reason qnd experience 

affirms a world which surpasses this worldo Reasoned faith 

can only give us coherence in our thought and life. The 

change from the age of superstition to that of Science was 

possible by the faith in a cosmic universe which the inte~li

gence of man can grasp. Each and every scientist should be 

enriched with the vision of the orderliness and unity of 

this world and this faith may be confirmed by verification. 

Imaginative leap is used both in science and religion for 

discovering the truth. A neverending attempt is going on to 

clarify the mystery of the universe. The emergence and pro

gress of moral and spiritual qualities of man can not be 
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in terms of materialistic hypothesis. Einstein. said that 

the deep emotional conviction in the presence of a Superior 

Reasoning Power. which reveals itself in the incomprehensive 

universe forms his idea of God. 

It is now well-known that science is going to be 

puzzled to solve all the mysteries of the world. Modern 

science-is now knocking at the door of the unknown Reality. 

The question is no\<n What is the yard:. stick which 

will judge the standard of religion? 

In this modernage of science we can not take anything 

without an assessment of its standard. And_. it would not be 

an exception in the.Jcase -of religion tooo But the question 

of which haunt us is: What is the measuring stick in all 

religions. and what is that which distinguishes the true 

one as true? 

To find out an answer. we need to distinguish first the 

religion which may be termed as natural religion from that 

which reveals the truth. 

Men come in touch with m.any forces of the phenomenal 

world of which the-Y can not give any proper explanation~:. 

Many of the occurrences of the phenomenal world surpass our 

understanding • Men use to build up a system of rules of 

conduct and of worship towards what is visibl-e or .invisible 

natural religion. Natural religion.therefore. is bound to 

become different in different religio~. communities. 
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But natural religion falls fa·r short _of truth and 

righteousness. Natural religion resulting from man's own 

observations and investigations. can not reveal to the 

suprem~ Spirit. Only a direct revelation of Him is cap

able to unearth the truth. 

An well-known sentence of Karl Marx is that religion 

is the opium of the people shows that he has neglected 

religion by comparing it with a durg. The true picture is. 

for Karl Marx. religion is the ory of the have nots. Religion 

is a psychical crutch for the helpless. For Marx. man makes 

religion. Religion does not make man and man's mental pro

ducts are not of such a kind which survives out of the world. 

Man means man's world. state. his society. This state. this 

society produces religion of man. 

·But universal observation depicts that religion is 

man's spiritual spirit. it is the root of his moral glamour. 

it is his final destination in which he finds his consolation, 

and by which he forms universal foundation of his own being. 

Marx• s final goal was t9 _·uproot the unworking machinery 

which stands as a stumbing block before man's progress. 

Religion is such a block which he wants to uproot. He is 

not in the list of those who are really in a deadly war against 

religion. Without knowing what religion is in the proper 

sense of the term. 

His theory nowhere leaves the human-itarian stand point. 

and it is free from super human colour of any type. Religion 
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is universal as the search for tru,th is conunon to all men and this 

forms the urgent cry of religione Religion wants to unveil 

.the truth. And ~--.is in this respect it is in the same 

boat with s:d:ience ·as the latlter also tries to unearth the 

truth. The worldover crisis is shared in common by the 

human race. And this sharing forms the common platform from 

where the feeling of brotherh<?od comes out. Here lies man·• s 

true worship as. all religions of the- wor~d nourish man•s 

feeling of brotherhood which will break the barrier of the 

map and the kinship of blood. Religion or no religion is a 

futile question to ask. Religion is the pulse beat of life 

as truth should be reflected in it. But the question which 

besets us is how to measure what is true religion and what 

is not. We have now to seek the measuring stick to measure 

all religions. 

There are so many religions in the world each with a 

large group of followers such as Hinduism. Christianity. 

Buddhism. Islam etc. In measuring the truth of any religion 

we can not depend upon natural religion • For it has been 

mentioned above that it falls far short of truth and right

eousness. Only direct revelation can give us_truth. Religion 

must stand at the alter of truth and righteousness. Each and 

every religion should be verified with these criterions. 

Now if we look· toward religion which exists in modern 

men we find that a particular set of ideas perv~des the whole 

culture of a particular time as sets of general ideas get 

changed because of the incoming fresh eXperiences of men. 
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These changes is sometimes rapid and sometimes slow. 

The seventeenth century of the christian era has seen 

the main works of Keplar. Galileo and Newton. Then the world 

picture has been changed.~ It is unnecessary to describe the 

change as we know that medieval world picture was totally 

morninated by religion whereas the modern mind is dominated 

by science. 

The most important factor for the understanding of 

human thought is the understanding of the d±stin-ction between 

the teleological explanation and the mechanical explanation 

of the world. It is needless to mention that the teleological 

explanation attempts to explain this world in terms of purpos-e 

which is generally associated with Religion where mechanical 

explanation wants to explain this world 'in terms of mechanism 

. which is associated with science. 

Any explanation which does not introduce the concept 

of purpose. can be termed as mechanical. In this sense of 

the term. science is mechanical in its explanation of the world. 

But we have to remind ourselves of the fact that the 

characteristic of a religious attitude towards the world is 

teleological. The conception of a purpose behind the world 

scene was not the invention of Christianity as the ancient 

Hebrew religion clearly signifies this concept of purpose • 

The most famous ancient Greek Philosophers like Socl:·ateli • 

Plato. and Aristotle developed the teleological concept. 
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If we now look to religion which exists in the modem mind 

we find that the process of history is an 'l.li'lbm"oken stream 

of events. exhibiting continuity and change. In and through 

this process of change the mode~ mind is something clearly 

distinguishable from the medieval mind and as a result the 

world - picture of modem man is dominated.~by science. 

Religion now must stand at the alter of ·verification. But 

at the same time we must admit that science has reached at 

that summit where its own theory of verification is of no 

avail. The quantum theory predicts that nothing can be 

ascertained by verification. And religion must not be an 

exception to this • 
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